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Australians unite to acknowledge the Anzac landing each year because we want to remember the fallen 

warriors who fought for this country; there would be a useful symmetry, then, in also paying tribute to the 

chapter of the conflict, which saw the fewest casualties, the evacuation. In addition to commemorating 

the strategic failure of the landing, it is important to recognise what historian David W Cameron describes as “the 

only really successful part of the war” . Moreover, since we regard Gallipoli as a ‘baptism of fire’ for Australia, it 

makes sense to focus on an historical event where the Anzacs were in positions of authority, as opposed to the 

landing, which was largely organised by the British. At the outset of the campaign, the Anzacs were treated as an ill-

organised and poorly trained force but by the evacuation their officers were entrusted in coordinating the critical 

aspects of the operation. While the evacuation might signify surrender, it was also a decision that saved lives, and 

commemorating its execution would substantially improve Australia’s current culture of memorialisation. 

Anzac Day commemorates the failed origins of a failed campaign therefore it is important to also acknowledge 

a strategic success. Peter Hart has argued that the British officers in charge of the landing made a number of 

profoundly mistaken judgments: for instance, they mistakenly underestimated the scale of the Turkish troop 

strength on the night of the landing and armed Allied soldiers with inferior, outdated weaponry .  In contrast to this, 

the evacuations were a military masterwork: 45,000 troops were able to escape along with weaponry, provisions 

and vehicles. General Monash rapturously labelled the evacuation as “a most brilliant conception, brilliantly 

organized and brilliantly executed… and the greatest feat of arms in the whole range of military history.”  

Les Carlyon’s assessment “the leaving had precision the way the landing had panic”  is reflected in a comparison 

of Australian casualties during both operations. Source 3, a table recording Australian deaths during the Gallipoli 

campaign, reveals that 643 soldiers died in the last five days in April compared to December where only 50 were 

killed in action. That a full scale evacuation would result in so few casualties is a rarity in military history: during 

the Battle of the Mons, for instance, the carefully planned Allied evacuation descended into a rout, or disorderly 

retreat, resulting in many deaths and injuries . This highlights significant operational risks in evacuation: in his 

Official History of Australia’s involvement in World War One, Bean notes that the Turks had discovered the 

withdrawal they would have responded with heavy shelling . The evacuating soldiers used flour as a trail to guide 

the men through the dark and walked in socks to reduce the sound of their footsteps. The Turkish troops were 



unable to detect that their enemy was evacuating because Allied troops rigged strategically placed bombs to very 

long fuses which they could light while making their way towards the evacuation ships.  These explosions then 

convinced the Turkish that the Allied troops were still in the trenches. As Corporal Reginald S. Gardiner, an Anzac, 

remarked in his diary (Source 7)  “it was a wonderful thing to get so many thousands of men, with artillery and 

stores, away in such a manner.”  Accordingly, acknowledging the evacuation alongside the landing would be a way 

of remembering that Gallipoli, like most conflicts, involves tragedy and ingenuity, both the loss of life through 

tactical error and the protection of life through strategic nous. 

It is important, furthermore, to acknowledge the evacuation since many of the aforementioned strategic decisions 

were made by Australians in contrast to the landings that were directed by the British troops .  The Australian Chief 

of Staff, General White oversaw the evacuation and used creative tactics to ensure its success. White organised the 

use silent stunts  as a mechanism to avoid arousing the suspicion of Turkish troops while the Allies were retreating: 

this meant that during November no artillery fire or sniping was to occur from the Anzac lines in order to deceive 

the Turks into thinking that they were undergoing winter preparation. White also initiated “smoking fatigues” 

where groups of men congregated in plain sight of the Turkish trenches to give the illusion that Anzac Cove was still 

heavily populated.  White went as a far as organising ‘Shell Green’, a staged cricket match to distract the Turkish 

from the evacuation of the Anzacs . 

Another Australian soldier who made a significant contribution to the evacuation was William Charles Scurry, the 

inventor of the self-firing rifle . These guns were placed on the trenches on the night of the evacuation and connected 

to tins holding water; when the liquid dripped from the tins it triggered the guns to fire. These men demonstrated 

Australian leadership and initiative that is heretofore ignored by Australian historical understandings of Gallipoli. 

Beaumont says that “Australia inherited a tradition of ‘democratic history’...until comparatively recently, there was 

a dearth of studies of Australian high command [and] grand strategy…” . Montgomery Andrews has, furthermore, 

argued that a deficiency in our current approach to Anzac commemoration is a our belief that Australians were 

entirely controlled by the British leadership and entered the war due to a servile, post-colonial commitment to 

British influence. Commemorating the evacuation, therefore, responds to the lack of recognition of the roles and 

impact military leadership under current memorialisation practices.  

Anzac commemoration should not just focus on those who have died but also those who have survived, and the 

important tactical decisions, which kept them alive. Australian memorials rightly invest time, money and space in 

remembering the dead. For example, celebrated war historian and Australian War memorial founder, C. W. Bean 

commissioned George Lambert’s painting of The charge of the 3rd Light Horse Brigade at the Nek (Source 2) to 

records the horrors of battle. In this work, the viewer is confronted with corpses of dead soldiers and the chaotic 

violence of battle. Problems ensue, however, when the memorial becomes too focussed on casualties. Marilyn 

Lake argues that the commemorations which happen today celebrate war-makers rather than the peacemakers 

which, she argues, engrains militarism in our national culture.  By contrast, acknowledging the evacuation would 

be a public recognition of the virtue of prioritising the lives of soldiers over continuing pointless military actions. 

Hothschild points out that commemorating surrender and retreat can play an important role in reminding the 

public of the variety of options that states face during conflict and that military engagements have be justified 

in face of the lives they will likely cost . The Anzac withdrawal represented the sober, sensible decision of the 

Allied commanders: The Dardanelles had lost its strategic importance and the Allied commanders had realised 

that very few advancements had been made.   James Brown’s Anzac’s Long Shadow argues that when Australia’s 

memorialisation focuses on the heroic figure of the dead Anzac it can warp modern society’s values and hinder our 

ability to fight in wars today.  In particular, Brown observes that Australia problematically invests a great deal of 

meaning in a military defeat rather than celebrating military successes. 
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Commemorating the evacuation would expose Australians to the variety of emotional responses that the Anzacs 

had to the process of evacuation. Alfred Guppy wrote a poem in his diary about the evacuation where he stated, “we 

fear to rouse our honoured dead to hear us go” . Here, the efforts to leave quietly are metaphorically reinterpreted 

to represent the soldier reluctance to abandon their fallen friends as they left the Gallipoli peninsula. Regret was 

naturally not the only response felt by the soldiers at Anzac Cove: the evacuation process also caused a great deal 

of anxiety. David Watson Izatt said that “everyone’s nerves were strung to the highest pitch” and described the 

efforts of Commanding Officers to ease the tension by encouraging the troops to listen to music, play games and 

consume the last of the chocolate ration . Soldiers naturally also felt a measure of gratitude and relief.  Major 

Nathaniel Dunbar Barton said that it was “very impressive seeing parties coming from all directions in silence” , 

demonstrating that some Anzacs appreciated that the evacuation was a masterful strategic feat and the necessary 

end to a troubled campaign. The multiplicity of responses to the evacuation is yet another reason to place it at the 

centre of Australia’s war commemoration since it exposes the diverse ways that conflict impacts soldiers. 

In Les Carlyon’s Gallipoli, he notes that the men said that “this grand news about evacuation is putting new life into 

us!”  Although the Australian diggers were brave, they supported ending an winnable conflict. The evacuation itself 

also demonstrated important aspects of our national identity: ingenuity, leadership, and resourcefulness. The 

Gallipoli campaigns will always a significant part of Australian culture and memory, especially the landings that we 

already acknowledge. However while it is important to commemorate the loss of life in the Gallipoli landings, it is 

also important to acknowledge the military success of the evacuations. 
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